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Lower your axe! A shadowy path cuts through a dark forest, winding around an ancient druid shrine,

an ominously rippling pool, the dark maw of a cave, and a hollow tree. Danger could lurk in any of

these sites, making the woodlands the perfect setting for wilderness adventures!  This portable,

affordable map measures 24" x 30" unfolded, and 8" x 10" folded. Its coated surface can handle any

dry erase, wet erase, or even permanent marker. Usable by experienced GMs and novices alike,

Pathfinder Flip-Mats fit perfectly into any Game Masterâ€™s arsenal!  The worldâ€™s most popular

Flip-Mats roar back into print with Flip-Mat Classics! Why take the time to sketch out ugly scenery

on a smudgy plastic mat when dynamic encounters and easy clean-up are just a Flip away?
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Great flip mat for any type of table top gaming. I ordered mine for use in Pathfinder gaming. Love

the ease and simplicity of the flip map and detailed overhead view of the map. Its great for dry or

wet erase markers. Great for easy carrying, transporting it around from convention and stores

(hobby stores or gaming stores). Makes game play a lot enjoyable and cuts down on time play for

some on drawing out maps. The woodland is really nice for generic camping use, woodland, forest,

big back yard, trail site, or anything you can imagine it to be. Quick to clean if using dry erase and if

using wet erase markers, takes a little time. Wet erase markers makes it harder to wipe off certain

information or drawing that is part of the game play. Sometimes players accidently wipe off marked

object or drawings on map when the DM uses dry erase markers.

This is one of my most frequently used, if not most used, battle maps. If you use miniatures in your



RPG, and you ever adventure outdoors, this map will be on your table every few sessions and will

pay for itself in fun. Includes straight wooded road and cross-road / camp site area with cave and

river section. It can even be combined with the Pathfinder Flip-Mat Classics: Forest for a massively

large woodland area. The art for the trees differs slightly, but your players won't care. If you haven't

bought this yet, *put it in your cart right now!*

This is perfect for running a campaign!You don't have to draw anything, just plop it down on the

table, position your miniatures, and start rolling dice!
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